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Engayne Newsletter 

Autumn 2022 First Half Term  What’s happening at Engayne? 

HOUSEPOINTS 

The winning house for 
Autumn 1 is:  

With  points 1018 

 

Children from Terra 
house can wear non-
uniform on Monday 31st 
October 2022 

 

 
 

CHARITIES 

 

 

 

 

Don’t forget your 
money for the Poppy 
Appeal after half 
term. 

Reminder: KS2 
registration is at 
8:50am and gates 
close.  

KS1 registration is 
at 8.55am and 
gates close. 

OPAL SANDPIT 
The giant sandpit we've been planning for months finally opened last week. It's large 
enough for dozens of pupils to play in at once, and we've used the soil dug from the 
pit to sculpt a large mound next to it. It's perfect for running up and rolling down. 

 

It's only been possible to build the sandpit due to the generous support of the EPFA. 
All of the parents' contributions to their funds over the course of the year go to fund 
projects like this. This huge play area is one that the children will benefit from for 
years to come. 

Mr Manifold 

Its been a lovely start to the academic year with some normality including school 
visits, meet the teacher evenings, volunteers coming into help, harvest assemblies, 
census day and movie night.  

The children have been enthusiastic to learn new areas of the curriculum and are 
trying very hard with their writing and vocabulary which is a whole school target.  

I hope you all have a lovely half term holiday (if you are off with the children!). 
Pumpkin picking and hopefully re-charging ready for the new half term. We 
hope many of you will also complete the EPFA's Scarecrow trail! Thank you all for 
your continued support and making the Engayne community so special.  

Regards Mrs Sankey  

           School Captains: 

   

     Ruby B, Grace C & Samuel J  

 

                House Captains: 

 

        Valentine O, Amelie M,  

             Rafael JS,  & Max A 

 

              with Mrs Sankey 
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